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The range of products
disconnected, no wave, no screen

- All our products are available in 7 languages -

Morphée
Fall asleep quickly, 

Sleep deeply

Regain calm quickly,
Manage you stress in an 

instant

Helps children to regain 
calm during the day and to 

fall asleep at night

Morphée Zen
NEW

My Little Morphée



More than 210 sessions of meditation and
sophrology to fall asleep easily, quickly and generate a
deep and restorative sleep.

Created by sleep professionals, the sessions can be
listened in your bed, in the evening at bedtime, or
during nocturnal awakenings.

The keys of a good night sleep

Fall asleep quickly

Disconnected
No wave

No screen



More than 210 audio sessions divided into 8 themes:

32 sessions 32 sessions 32 sessions

32 sessions 32 sessions 16 sessions

32 sessions

16 sessions



PPI : 79,95€

No 
wave

No 
screen

Fall asleep & regain calm

192 soothing stories helping children to fall asleep

Meditative journeys will help the children to fall asleep. 
They generate a deep and restful sleep. 

During the day, they provide relaxation and help to regain calm. 



My Little Morphée contains

128 soothing stories
32 guided meditations

16 soft music tracks

16 nature sounds and white noise



What makes My Little Morphee different
from a classic story box?

• My Little Morphée => it's not stories to entertain but an invitation to travel...
Soothing and inspiring journeys to reconnect to oneself, without waves and
without screens

• Real initiation of the youngest to meditation and to the benefits of
relaxation: accompaniment in the discovery of his body, his breathing and his
sensations

• These meditative journeys help the child to deal his emotions, to solicit his
senses and to develop his concentration... precious resources to grow up
well



Manage your stress in an instant

Created by relaxation professionals (sophrologists,
hypnotherapists and psychologists), Morphée Zen
contains 72 relaxation meditation and sophrology
sessions of 5 minutes.

It allows to find calm and serenity at any time of the
day. In addition to the immediate appeasement that it
provides, Morphée Zen reduces overall anxiety.

The new relaxation companion

Disconnected
No wave

No screen



72 audio sessions divided into 6 themes:

Deep Relaxation 12 Sessions . 5 min

Positive visualizations and various relaxation
techniques that invite you to shift your
attention to your body and your breathing.
These sessions promote a deep physical and
mental body and mind.

Immersive Journey 12 Sessions . 5 min

True invitations to travel, enhanced by the
sounds of nature, which offer you an escape
in the heart of inspiring and relaxing
landscapes. An interlude to soak up the
invigorating energy of the great outdoors.

Dynamic Relaxation 12 Sessions . 5 min

Pictorial exercises to set your body in motion
and effectively release all accumulated
tension. This muscular relaxation also allows
you to calm your thoughts.

Nature Sounds 12 Sessions . 5 min

A sound walk in the heart of nature to relax
and reconnect to the essential. These sounds
have been recorded in the 4 corners of the
globe to offer you a real immersive experience.

Relaxing Music 12 Sessions . 5 min

Original compositions imagined on the piano
by Gilles Maugenest, which invite you to slow
down the rhythm and release the pressure.

Chrono Zen 12 Sessions . 2 min

A relaxation concentrate to refocus and calm
your thoughts in just 2 minutes. These
sessions allow you to explore more quickly the
techniques discovered in Deep Relaxation.



Customers’ reviews

Erika and her Morphée :
« No other way of ge.ng to sleep has worked for me like Morphée. 
It’s a great solu=on for immediate restora=ve and good night’s 
sleep. My best bed-fellow over the last few weeks. I recommend it! »

Céline and her 
« I’d recommend it 100%. My daughter is 5 years old and has never 
managed to get to sleep alone but thanks to My LiIle Morphée, she 
now drops off all on her own, with no tears or anxiety. »

Bap3ste and his Morphée Zen:
« Morphée Zen is always with me, even when I’m travelling! I really 
feel the benefit of using it between stressful mee=ngs! »

Mon Petit Morphée


